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The following problems are open, to the best of my knowledge. For any 4-manifold M , let Mod(M)
denote the topological mapping class group π0(Homeo+(M)). Throughout, “isotopic” means “topo-
logically isotopic” unless specified otherwise.

Problem 1. What is the relationship between Hn and the manifold Mn? What is a space of structures
of Mn on which Mod(Mn) acts, like Teichmüller space for Mod(Σg) for 2-dimensional surfaces?

Problem 2. Dehn twists are not isotopic to any finite order diffeomorphism in K3 manifolds (Farb–
Looijenga [FL21]) or more generally, in spin 4-manifolds with non-zero signature (Konno [Kon22]).
What about Dehn twists in non-spin manifolds? What about other order-2 elements in non-spin
manifolds?

Problem 3. Are Dehn twists in Mod(Mn) smoothly isotopic to any order-2 diffeomorphism in Mn?
To any finite-order diffeomorphism in Mn?

Problem 4. Let n ≤ 8. All order-2 elements of Mod(Mn) are isotopic to an order-2 diffeomorphism
of Mn by [Lee22]. Which (if any) order-2 elements of Mod(Mn) are isotopic to a unique order-2
diffeomorphism, up to conjugacy in Diff+(Mn)?

Problem 5. Let n ≤ 8 and m ≥ 3. Are order-m elements of Mod(Mn) realizable by diffeomorphisms
of order m? By diffeomorphisms of finite order?

Problem 6. The finite subgroups of Mod(M2) that have lifts to Diff+(M2) are classified by [Lee21].
What about for Mod(Mn) for any n ≥ 3?

Problem 7. Do any finite subgroups of Mod(M2) that do not have lifts to Diff+(M2) have lifts to
Homeo+(M2)?
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